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Day 1 - Morning
Structure

9.30 Introduction
I What is programming? Why?
I Science, data, hypothesis, model, estimation
I Goals of this course

Structure & Blocks

Elimination again...

Concepts of
I Data/Variables/Types
I Functions
I Scope

13.30 Practical (at VU, main building 0B-08)
I Testing variables
I Testing functions
I Backsubstitution: Solving Ax = b for triangular system
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Day 2 - Morning

Focus on numerical methods, technicalities

9.30 Numbers and representation

I Flow and structure

I Magic numbers

I Function files

I Intro to DM6.12

13.30 Practical (at VU, main building 0B-08)
I Testing flow
I Reading/handling data
I Preparing SSR
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Day 3 - Morning

Focus on robustness

9.30 Numbers and representation
I Optimization

I Idea behind optimization
I Target function
I Stream/order of function calls

13.30 Practical (at VU, main building 0B-08)
I Gauss-Newton
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Target of course

I Learn

I structured

I programming

I and organisation

I (in Matlab or other language)

Not: Just learn more syntax...
Remarks:

I Structure: Central to this course

I Small steps, simplifying tasks

I Hopefully resulting in: Robustness!

I Efficiency: Not of first interest... (Value of time?)

I Language: Theory is language agnostic
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Credits

On request of Student council, and of student evaluations:

I No old-fashioned exam
I Three exercises, one each tutorial

I Day 1: Backsubstitution, work in groups of two, hand in
handwritten part to TAs , files through BlackBoard.

I Day 2: Range of exercises, preparing for day 3.
I Day 3: Optimize a simple model using your OWN

Gauss-Newton optimization routine, and compute standard
errors.

I All work together marked with a pass/fail, with
comments/hints for final exercise
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On choice of language/environment

1. Supervisor/teacher/course...

2. Own familiarity

3. Structuredness of a language [Ex: Modula-2]

4. Available packages

Choice depends on many things — During PhD: Have to be
flexible...

Background:

I’m more into Ox... But I always claimed that theory is
language agnostic. So let’s talk Matlab!
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Programming: What? Why?
Wrong answer:

For the fun of it

A correct answer

To get to the results we need, in a fashion that is
controllable, where we are free to implement the newest
and greatest, and where we can be ‘reasonably’ sure of
the answers

Science

Data

Hypothesis
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Model
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Programming in theory

Programming in Theory

Plan ahead

I Research question: What do I want to know?

I Data: What inputs do I have?

I Output: What kind of output do I expect/need?
I Modelling:

I What is the structure of the problem?
I Can I write it down in equations?

I Estimation: What procedure for estimation is needed (OLS,
ML, simulated ML, GMM, nonlinear optimisation, Bayesian
simulation, etc)?
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Programming in theory

Blocks & names

Closer to practice

Blocks:

I Is the project separable into blocks, independent, or possibly
dependent?

I What separate routines could I write?

I Are there any routines available, in my own old code, or from
other sources?

I Can I check intermediate answers?

I How does the program flow from routine to routine?

... names:

I How can I give functions and variables names that I am sure
to recognise later (i.e., also after 3 months)?
Use (always) Hungarian notation
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Programming in theory

Input/output

Even closer to practice

Define, on paper, for each routine/step/function:

I What inputs it has (shape, size, type, meaning), exactly

I What the outputs are (shape, size, type, meaning), also
exactly...

I What the purpose is...

Also for your main program:

I Inputs can be magic numbers, (name of) data file, but also
specification of model

I Outputs could be screen output, file with cleansed data,
estimation results etc. etc.
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Elements

Elements to consider

I Explanation: Be generous (enough)

I Initialise from main script

I Then do the estimation

I ... and give results

Listing 1: stack/stackols.m
%

% StackOls

%

% Magic numbers

% Initialisation

% Estimation

% Results

NB: These steps are usually split into separate functions
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Droste

The ‘Droste effect’

I The program performs a certain function
I The main script is split in four (here)
I Each subtask is again a certain function that has to be

performed

Apply the Droste effect:

I Think in terms of functions

I Analyse each function to split it

I Write in smallest building blocks
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Droste

Preparation of program

What do you do for preparation of a program?

1. Turn off computer

2. On paper, analyse your inputs

3. Transformations/cleaning needed? Do it in a separate
program...

4. With input clear, think about output: What do you want the
program to do?

5. Getting there: What steps do you recognise?

6. Algorithms

7. Available software/routines

8. Debugging options/checks

Work it all out, before starting to type...
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KISS

KISS principle
Keep it simple stupid

Implications:

I Simple functions, doing one thing only

I Short functions (one-two screenfuls)

I With commenting on top

I Clear variable names (but not too long either)

I Consistency everywhere

I Catch bugs before they catch you

References:
https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/CodingStyle
http://www.kroah.com/linux/talks/...

... ols 2002 kernel codingstyle talk/html
(Consistency is the message; final choice of style is yours, after this course)
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Example: Gauss elimination

Programming by example

I Enough theory

I Example: How to solve a system of linear equations

I Goal: Simple situation, program to solve it

I Broad concepts, details follow
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Example: Gauss elimination

Setup: Linear system
Solve for x: A x = b, with

A =


a11 a12 · · · a1n

0 a22 · · · a2n
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 ann

 , x =


x1

x2
...
xn

 b =


b1

b2
...
bn


Solution:

xn = bn/ann

xi =

bi −
∑
j>i

aijxj

 /aii , i = n − 1, .., 1

I.e.: Start at the end, solve backwards.

But ... only works for upper triangular A...
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Example: Gauss elimination

Elimination
Hence: Create triangular matrix...(

2 1
4 6

)(
x1

x2

)
=

(
1
4

)
⇔

(
2 1
0 4

)(
x1

x2

)
=

(
1
2

)
Subtract multiple ajk/akk times equation k from rows

j = k + 1, ..., n, such that a
(k)
jk ≡ 0.

Note: The x ’s don’t change, only elements of A and b.
Extended matrix:

(A,b) =


a11 · · · · · · a1n b1

a21
. . .

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

an1 · · · · · · ann bn
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Example: Gauss elimination

Example elimination

[A|b] =


6 −2 2 4 | 16

12 −8 6 10 | 26
3 −13 9 3 | −19
−6 4 1 −18 | −34


iteration 1⇔ [A|b](1) =


6 −2 2 4 | 16
0 −4 2 2 | −6
0 −12 8 1 | −27
0 2 3 −14 | −18


Let’s concentrate on one row at a time: How to eliminate the row
starting with 12?

(See ge0.m)
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Example: Gauss elimination

Program by Example 0

I Use commenting

I One main script file: clear; addpath(’include/’);

I Magic numbers on top (...)

I Get the matrices, mA= [1, 2; 3, 4];

I Concatenate, mAB= [mA , vB];

I Debug → disp() (...)

Recognize Magic Numbers, initial settings

PbE 1: Eliminate a row

I What row/column are we working with? Start counting at 1...

I Calculate multiplicity

I Subtract a row at a time
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Example: Gauss elimination

PbE 2: Eliminate a row in a function

PbE 2: Eliminate a row in a function
As we might want to eliminate more rows, it could be programmed
as a separate function...

I Function header: Define what goes in/out

I Use commenting

I Bit confusing: mAB is both input/output

PbE 3: Eliminate multiple rows

I Use a loop around the function,
for index= start:increment:end
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Example: Gauss elimination

PbE 4: Eliminate column using a function

PbE 4: Use another function

I Use a function to eliminate a column

PbE 5: Eliminate multiple columns

I Use a loop around the function. What columns should be
eliminated?
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Example: Gauss elimination

PbE 6: Use Eliminate/Output functions

PbE 6: Use Eliminate/Output functions

I Use a function doing all the work

I Use a function for the output

PbE 7: Use initialise and subfunctions

I Use a function for initialisation

I Use single function file doing all the dirty work

I Use a function for the output
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Example: Gauss elimination

PbE: Result

Resulting program:

I Clean

I Readable chunks

I Debugging was done step by step, function/action at a time

I In future, functions are easily re-utilizable.

I Functions stuck away in subdirectory

I Some functions are combined in one file (rules...)
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Example: Gauss elimination

Back to functions: Some syntax

I Just minimal amount of syntax

I See ppectr syntax.pdf, and Matlab documentation: Learn
how to read it

I In practical: Work through these examples

I Goal: Learn to read and understand these functions

Central question:

Where does the data go?
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Example: Gauss elimination

Afternoon session

Practical at
VU University
Main building, 0B-08
13.30-16.00h

Topics:

I Checking variables and types

I Checking functions/passing arguments/scope

I First set of programs
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Example: Gauss elimination

Day 1 - Afternoon

13.30 Practical
I Testing variables
I Testing functions
I Backsubstitution
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Example: Gauss elimination

Get started

I Login, with username TBA

I Create your personal directory on the network drive
H:\<lastname>

I Unzip the files from
http://personal.vu.nl/c.s.bos/ppectr14/progs/lists.zip

there
I Copy a version of lists/start.m to e.g. vars.m, and start

testing variables:
I Assign/display a string
I Assign/display a double/integer/matrix
I Assign/display a cell array
I Display parts of matrix/cell array

Use commands like e.g. doc, help, randn, rand, disp,

fprintf.
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Example: Gauss elimination

Get started II

I Copy a version of lists/start.m to e.g. testfunc.m,
lists/include/func.m to include/myfunc.m (or some
other logical name), and start testing functions:

I Create a function to display an argument
I Create a function to assign one value through an output
I Same thing, with two values
I Check if you can change the argument to the function, in a

lasting way

Note: Start using directories per project/exercise, and for different
type of files starting now, e.g. script files, function files, data files,
output files, graphics files etc.
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Backsubstitution

Exercise: Backsubstitution

During the lecture, Gaussian elimination was used to simplify the
system Ax = b to an upper diagonal matrix and alternate
right-hand side, with

A =


6 −2 2 4
0 −4 2 2
0 0 2 −5
0 0 0 −3

 , b =


16
−6
−9
−3

 .
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Backsubstitution

In general: Upper diagonal linear system
Solve for x: A x = b, with

A =


a11 a12 · · · a1n

0 a22 · · · a2n
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 ann

 , x =


x1

x2
...
xn

 b =


b1

b2
...
bn


Solution:

xn = bn/ann (1)

xi =

bi −
∑
j>i

aijxj

 /aii , i = n − 1, .., 1 (2)

I.e.: Start at the end, solve backwards.

But ... indeed only works for upper triangular A...
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Backsubstitution

Exercise: Backsubstitution
Inputs/steps:

I start.m (copy to a subdirectory ‘backsubst’ of your
personal directory, change the name start.m to something
more logical)

I Initialise mA, vB as above, see if you can display them
I Initialise x as a vector of the correct size (see e.g. zeros()).
I Check out a for loop,

for i= 1:5

disp (i);

end

I Use a backward counting for loop to perform backsubstitution
I Check out sum

si =
∑
j>i

aijxj

I Apply only formula (2) for solving, using sum smartly?
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Backsubstitution

Exercise: BS function

For this purpose,

1. maybe start with a simple exerfor.m where you show you
can count backwards using a for-loop.

2. Afterwards, write exerbs.m, showing the solution for x . How
can you/the program check that your solution is correct?

3. Then, take your old program and push the backsubstitution
into a function. What would the inputs and outputs of the
function be? Call the function from exerbsfunc.m.

4. Lastly, try to combine with the code in
lists/gausselim/ge7.m, and perform Gaussian elimination
+ Backsubstitution together, from a clean main script, e.g.
exerelimbs.m.
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Backsubstitution

Mistakes and bonuspoints

Biggest mistake: Try to work on the exercise at once...

Big bonuspoints: Try to think of simpler exercises, how to test tiny
steps first, eventually combining to the outcome

Biggest bonuspoints: Clean log-file, purposeful search of info, small
tests (with corresponding tiny programs) and clean final version
with sufficient (not too much, not too little either) commenting.
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Backsubstitution

Hand in

I In groups of two (sign up for the group on BB)

I Keep open a logbook.txt file, keeping tab of what you try,
when, why, with what results

I At least logbook.txt, exerfor.m, exerbs.m,

exerbsfunc.m + include/bsfunc.m, possibly zipped
together, handed in through blackboard
(http://www.eur.edu/), before Thursday 28/8, 9h00.

No marks for this part, just for checking your efforts.
Same groups will work on the take-home exam.
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Backsubstitution

Day 2 - Morning

Focus on numerical methods, technicalities

9.30 Numbers and representation

I Flow and structure

I Magic numbers

I Function files

I Intro to DM6.12
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Floating point numbers and rounding errors

Decimal or Binary

1-to-10 (Source: XKCD, http://xkcd.com/953/)
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Floating point numbers and rounding errors

Precision

Not all numbers are made equal...
Example: What is 1/3 + 1/3 + 1/3 + ...?

Listing 2: precision/onethird.m
dD= 1/3;

dSum= 0.0;

k= 0;

for i= 1:10

for j= 1:3

dSum= dSum + dD; % Successively add a third

k= k+1;

end

fprintf (’Sum= %g, i= %i, k= %i, sum -i= %g\n’, dSum , i, k, (dSum -i));

end

See outcome: It starts going wrong after 16 digits...
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Floating point numbers and rounding errors

Integer representation
I Matlab starts with doubles, but can work with true integers:

iX= int32(42);

results in a true int32 of value 42.
I Signed integers (int32) are represented exactly using 4

bytes/32 bits (or other, depends on choice in Matlab), in
range [intmin, intmax]= [-2147483648, 2147483647]

I Signed short integers (int8) use 1 byte/8 bits, in range
[-128, 127]= [-2^7, 2^7-1]

Warnings:
I Matlab stays with lowest common denominator class:

class(double(3.4) + int8(4)) is an int8 of value 7.
I Matlab can only add doubles and integers, or integers of the

same class. It cannot add int8 + int32.
I No warning for overflows: int8(1000)= 127, the maximum

value for int8.
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Floating point numbers and rounding errors

Integer representation II

Split signed integer int8 in

I Sign (one bit)

I Value (7 bits)

Sign Value Result
0 000 0000 −10 × 0× 20 = 0
0 000 0001 −10 × 1× 20 = 1
0 000 0010 −10 × (1× 21) = 2
1 000 0000 −11 × (128− 0) = −128
1 000 0010 −11 × (128− (1× 21)) = −126

Others similar...
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Floating point numbers and rounding errors

Double representation
I Doubles are represented in 64 bits. This gives a total of

264 ≈ 1.84467× 1019 different numbers that can be
represented.

How?

Double floating point format (Graph source: Wikipedia)

Split double in
I Sign (one bit)
I Exponent (11 bits)
I Fraction or mantissa (52 bits)
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Floating point numbers and rounding errors

Double representation II

x =


(−1)sign × 21−1023 × 0.mant if exp=0x.000
(−1)sign ×∞ if exp=0x.7ff, mant= 0
NaN if exp=0x.7ff, mant 6= 0

(−1)sign × 2exp−1023 ×
(
1 +

∑52
i=1 b52−i × 2−i

)
else

Note: Base-2 arithmetic

Sign Expon Mantissa Result
0 0x.3ff 0000 0000 0000 −10 × 2(1023−1023) × 1.0

= 0
0 0x.3ff 0000 0000 0001 −10 × 2(1023−1023) × 1.000000000000000222

= 1.000000000000000222
0 0x.400 0000 0000 0000 −10 × 2(1024−1023) × 1.0

= 2
0 0x.400 0000 0000 0001 −10 × 2(1024−1023) × 1.000000000000000222

= 2.000000000000000444

Bit weird...
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Floating point numbers and rounding errors

Consequence: Addition

Let’s work in Base-10 arithmetic, assuming 4 significant digits:

Sign Exponent Mantissa Result x

+ 4 0.1234 0.1234× 104 1234
+ 3 0.5670 0.5670× 103 567

What is the sum?

Sign Exponent Mantissa Result x
+ 4 0.1234 0.1234× 104 1234
+ 4 0.0567 0.0567× 104 567
+ 4 0.1801 0.1801× 104 1801

Shift to same exponent, add mantissas, perfect
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Floating point numbers and rounding errors

Consequence: Addition II
Let’s use dissimilar numbers:

Sign Exponent Mantissa Result x
+ 4 0.1234 0.1234× 104 1234
+ 1 0.5670 0.5670× 101 5.67

What is the sum?

Sign Exponent Mantissa Result x
+ 4 0.1234 0.1234× 104 1234
+ 4 0.000567 0.05× 104 5
+ 4 0.1239 0.1239× 104 1239

Shift to same exponent, add mantissas, lose precision...

Further consequence:

Add numbers of similar size together, preferably!

In Ox/C/Java/Matlab/Octave/Gauss: 16 digits (≈ 52 bits)
available instead of 4 here.
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Floating point numbers and rounding errors

Consequence: Addition III

Check what happens in practice:

Listing 3: precision/accuracy.m
dA= 0.123456 * 10^0;

dB= 0.471132 * 10^15;

dC= -dB;

fprintf (’a: %g, b: %g, c: %g\n’, dA , dB , dC);

fprintf (’a + b + c: %g\n’, dA+dB+dC);

fprintf (’a + (b + c): %g\n’, dA+(dB+dC));

fprintf (’(a + b) + c: %g\n’, (dA+dB)+dC);

results in
a: 0.123456 , b: 4.71132e+14, c: -4.71132e+14

a + b + c: 0.125

a + (b + c): 0.123456

(a + b) + c: 0.125
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Floating point numbers and rounding errors

Consequence: Addition III
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Floating point numbers and rounding errors

Other hints

I Adding/subtracting tends to be better than multiplying

I Hence, log-likelihood
∑

logLi is better than likelihood
∏
Li

I Use true integers when possible (...)

I Simplify your equations, minimize number of operations

I Don’t do x = exp(log(z)) if you can escape it

(Now forget this list... use your brains, just remember that a
computer is not exact...)
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Floating point numbers and rounding errors

Postscriptum Precision
Why ... attention for esoteric topic as numerical precision?

I It will bite you

I ... and if you’ve been warned, at least you might recognise it

Situations:

I Optimisation of complex functions: Precision counts, also for
obtaining a true or local optimum

I Integration: Very easy to calculate c =
∫
f (x)dx with lack of

precision

I Even selecting/checking dates: Say 2005= Jan 2005, 2005.5=
July 2005 etc, then how to test for April 2005?
bFound= (2005.250 == 2005 + 3/12) is a dangerous test.

I ‘GPU computing’ might use single precision: Don’t fall for it,
it’s not enough!

and many other situations.
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Flow

Program flow

I Read your program. There is only one route the program will
take. You can follow it as well.

I Statements are executed in order, starting at main script.m

(or whatever more logical name you have given the script)

I A statement can call a function: The statements within the
function are executed in order, until encountering a return

statement or the end of the function

I A statement can be a looping or conditional statement,
repeating or skipping some statements. See below.

I (The order can also be broken by break or continue
statements. Don’t use, ugly.)

And that is all, any program follows these lines.
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Flow

Flow 2: Reading easily

As a general hint:
I Main script file:

I Clear memory, set path for including scripts
I Set ‘magic numbers’
I Preferably only contains calls to routines (Initialise,

Estimate, Output)

I Each routine: Maximum ±X lines. If longer, split!

Q: What is X?
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Droste

The ‘Droste effect’

I The program performs a certain function
I The main function is split in three (here)
I Each subtask is again a certain function that has to be

performed

Apply the Droste effect:

I Think in terms of functions

I Analyse each function to split it

I Write in smallest building blocks
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Flow and m-files

Flow and m-files

main_script.m
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Flow and m-files

main_script.m

Magic numbers

Initialise
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Alternative: One m-file

main_func.m
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function main_func()

end
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vX= Initialise(iN)
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Flow and m-files

Alternative: One m-file

main_func.m

function main_func()

end

Magic numbers

vX= Initialise(iN)

vMS= Estimate(vX)

Output(vMS) function Output(vMS)

end

function vMS= Estimate(vX)

end

function vX= Initialise(iN)

end
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Flow and m-files

Magic numbers

What are those ‘magic numbers’?

Those numbers/settings/strings your calculation depends
upon, and might be changed

main_stack.m

Magic numbers

sData= 'data/stackloss.data';

vBeta= [1; 2; 3];

dSigma= 0.3;

iN= 20;
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Flow and m-files

Magic numbers

What are those ‘magic numbers’?

Those numbers/settings/strings your calculation depends
upon, and might be changed

main_stack.m

Magic numbers

sData= 'data/stackloss.data';

vBeta= [1; 2; 3];

dSigma= 0.3;

iN= 20;

iK= 3;

Q: Why is iK= 3; not part of ‘magic numbers’?
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Flow and m-files

Initialise

What is function of initialise?
function [vY , mX , asXNames , vPInit ]= Initialise(’magics ’);

...

end

Use ‘magic numbers’ to

1. build up/read data,

2. set names for variables, possibly

3. find initial parameters

4. ...
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Initialise II

Note previous slide:

Initialise performs 4 different tasks...

⇒ Droste? Use subfunctions:

Listing 5: initialise.m
function [vY , mX , asXNames , vPInit ]= Initialise(’magics ’);

mData= LoadData(sData);

mX= InitRegressors(mData );

vY= InitY(mData );

asXNames= InitNames(mX , vBeta);

vPInit= InitPars(vBeta , vY, mX);

end

function mData= LoadData(sData)

... % Function only available within this m-file

end
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Flow and m-files

Initialise II
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vY= InitY(mData );
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end

function mData= LoadData(sData)
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Flow and m-files

Estimate

Estimation: Same thing...
Many tasks, use either subfunctions or separate m-files. Input
comes from initialise (and possibly magic numbers).

Output: Same thing...
Possibly many tasks, use input from the output of estimate.

⇒ Result:

I Clean code

I Debugged per block/function/task

I Re-usable with little effort

I Shareable with other users/supervisors
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Davidson & MacKinnon 6.12

The final exercise is set-up around exercise 6.12 of Davidson and
MacKinnon (2004). The exercise refers to the file
consumption.data, containing real personal disposable income
and consumption expenditures in Canada, seasonally adjusted in
1986 dollars, from the first quarter of 1947 until the last quarter of
1996.
The exercise refers to Equations (6.94) and (6.95), displayed here
for convenience:

ct = α + βct−1 + γ0yt + γ1yt−1 + εt (6.94)

ct = δ0 + δ1yt + ut , with ut = ρut−1 + εt (6.95)
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Davidson & MacKinnon 6.12

6.12: Original question

Using the data in the file consumption.data, estimate the
nonlinear model defined implicitly by (6.95) for the period
1953:1 to 1996:4 by nonlinear least squares. Since pre-sample
data are available, you should use all 176 observations for the
estimation. Do not use a specialized procedure for AR(1)
estimation. For starting values, use the estimates of δ0, δ1, and
ρ implied by the OLS estimates of equation (6.94). Finding
them requires the solution to the previous exercise.

Repeat this exercise, using 0 as the starting value for all three
parameters. Does the algorithm converge as rapidly as it did
before? Do you obtain the same estimates? If not, which ones
are actually the NLS estimates?
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NLS theory and derivation

Theory is missing — sufficient details follow

ut = ρut−1 + εt ⇔ (1− ρL)ut = εt ⇔ ut =
εt

1− ρL
ct = δ0 + δ1yt + ut = δ0 + δ1yt +

εt
1− ρL

(1− ρL)ct = (1− ρL)δ0 + (1− ρL)δ1yt + εt

ct = (1− ρ)δ0 + ρct−1 + δ1yt − ρδ1yt−1 + εt

≡ xt(θ) + εt ≡ Xtβ + εt

where ct = log(Ct), log consumption; yt = log(Yt), log income;
xt(θ) = (1− ρ)δ0 + ρct−1 + δ1yt − ρδ1yt−1, NLS regression
function; β = ((1− ρ)δ0, ρ, δ1,−ρδ1)′; and Xt = (1, ct−1, yt , yt−1)
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OLS starting values

Starting values (as referred to in the question) can be found using
the OLS solution to

c = Xβ + ε

and solving for δ0 = β1/(1− β2), δ1 = β3, ρ = β2. The last
coefficient, β4, is not used in this case (other solutions are possible
as well).
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Davidson & MacKinnon 6.12

NLS function

This all implies that

εt = ct − Xtβ

SSR(θ) =
∑

[εt(ct , ct−1, yt , yt−1, θ)]2 ≡ (c − Xβ)′(c − Xβ)

This SSR(θ) is the function we would like to minimize, by
choosing good values for θ = (δ0, δ1, ρ).
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Final exercise

Table: Averages of variables 1953:1–1996:4

Variable Mean St.dev

c 12.125 0.508037
Lc 12.1155 0.510499
y 12.2296 0.539184

Ly 12.2204 0.541976

1. Write a first program which reads the data, and prepares c
and X , for the correct time period. FYI, the averages and
standard deviations are given in Table 1.
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Final exercise II

2. Write a second program, which computes the average SSR for
θ = [0, 0, 0]′. Hint: Average SSR([0, 0, 0]′)= 147.273.

3. Write a third program, which optimizes your SSR function,
and gives reasonable output. Use originally fminsearch()

(on Octave: Use fminunc)

4. The parameter ρ should be kept in the interval (0, 1), as those
are the only logical values. Restrict ρ, using a transformation
of the parameter, optimizing still with fminsearch(), in a
fourth program

5. Write your own alternative for fminsearch... E.g. implement
a steepest decent algorithm, or a full Newton-Raphson, with a
very simple line search. Is your algorithm capable of finding an
optimum? Combine this in the fifth program.
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Final exercise: Rules

Official version of the exercise, and the rules, will be handed out
separately. The ‘exam’ version is the official version. One rule: You
can work in groups of 2 students, though individual work is
appreciated.
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Day 2 - Afternoon

13.30 Practical
I Reading data
I Selecting observations
I Plotting
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See DM6.12

For today, start simple (this will be a good starter for the final
exercise, saves time).
Setting:

yi = Xiβ + εi

εi ∼ N (0, σ2)

Choose your own ‘magic numbers’ for β, σ, n.
Derive the SSR for this model.
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Step one: Generate data
Create a program file, with your magic numbers, calling
(eventually) four functions:

1. GenrX(iN, iK), creating a matrix X of the correct size, with
a constant and numbers of choice (possibly just randoms)

2. GenrData(mX, vBeta, dSigma), simulating the
observations y

3. Estimate(vY, mX), which uses left division (or lscov() to
estimate β, and also calculates s2 = e′e

n for the residual
variance.

4. Output(vY, mX, vBetaHat, dS2Hat), which prints or plots
the data, outputs β̂ and the variance, possibly a plot of the
residuals, etc.

What is the effect of n here?

Only afterwards...
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SSR regression

1. Add SSR function, depending on β and the data. Check value
of SSR, does it seem to be optimal in β̂?

2. Plot value of SSR, as a function of β1 (keeping β2, β3 at
optimum), and likewise for β2, β3 (these are sometimes called
profile plots). See below for plotting info

3. Clean it out... Use functions consistently, comments, etc.
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Graphics in Matlab

Matlab is great in graphs... if you know how to use it.
Basics:

Listing 8: stack/drawstack.m
...

asX= {’constant ’, ’AirFlow ’, ’Temp’, ’AcidConc ’};

subplot(2, 2, 1); % Make 2x2 subplots

plot(vY);

ylabel(’StackLoss ’);

for i= 2:4

subplot(2, 2, i); % Make 3 subplots

plot(vY , mX(:,i), ’x’);

ylabel(asX(i));

xlabel(’StackLoss ’);

end

% Save the current graph , as color eps

print (’-depsc’, ’graphs/stack.eps’);

% Save the current graph , as jpeg

print (’-djpeg’, ’graphs/stack.jpg’);
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Graphs

Graphics in Matlab II

I Figure appears in figure area, can be indicated by figure(n)

(use separate figure window for a plot), or combined into
subplot(m, n, p), where graphs are laid out on m × n grid;
next plot goes into area p of those.

I Plot columns, either against index (plot(vY)), or against x
values (note: plot(vY, mX(:,i)) used here turns axes
around... Standard use is plot(x, y))

I Indicate type of plot, default is line, ’x’ results in crosses.

I Put in x/y labels with xlabel(’x’); ylabel(’y’);

I Save as e.g. eps (-depsc) or jpeg (-djpeg), in a
subdirectory.
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Graphs

Graphics in Matlab III
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Graphs

DM612

Start working on DM612. E.g.

1. Read the data

2. Get logs, transformation, c ,X with the correct period

3. Compare means, standard deviations, plots

4. Start working on SSR function
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Graphs

Day 3 - Morning

Focus on optimization

9.30 Optimization
I Idea behind optimization
I Target function
I Stream/order of function calls

I Standard errors

I Transformations

I Final exercise
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Graphs

Maximization

I Theory: What is done

I Inputs

I Practice/implementation

I Standard errors

I Transformations
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Minimization: Theory
Rosenbrock function:

g(x) = 100 ∗ (x2 − x2
1 )2 + (1− x1)2

-2-1.5-1-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2

x_1
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Minimum of g(x) at (1, 1) — Steep function — minimum in
‘narrow crooked alley’
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Minimization

Wrong approach: Purely random
Suppose:

I Search in area [−10, 10]2

I Throw darts randomly
I Continue until you get precision ε = 0.25 from minimum, in

both coefficients

How many darts would you need?

P(|xi − x∗i | < ε) = 2
ε

20
= .025

P(|xi − x∗i | < ε, i = 1, 2) = P(|xi − x∗i | < ε)2 = 4
ε2

202
= 0.000625

E (n) = 1/p = 1600

Way too many...

See rb darts.ox
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Minimization

How to find optimum: Use function characteristics

1. Start in some point x (k)

2. Choose a direction s

3. Move distance α in that direction, x (k+1) = x (k) + αs

4. Increase k, and possibly continue from 2

Direction s: Linked to gradient?
Minimum: Gradient 0, second derivative positive definite?

Think of: Walking up a mountain (maximisation) or down a valley
(minimisation)...
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Minimization

Ingredients

Ingredients

f (x) :<p → < Function

f ′(x) = ∇f (x) =

[
∂f (x)

∂x1
, . . .

∂f (x)

∂xp

]T
≡ g Derivative, gradient

f ′′(x) = ∇2f (x) =

[
∂2f (x)

∂xi∂xj

]p
i ,j=1

≡ H Second derivative, Hessian

If derivatives are continuous, then

∂2f (x)

∂xi∂xj
=
∂2f (x)

∂xj∂xi
H = HT

Hessian symmetric
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Minimization

Newton-Raphson and friends

Newton-Raphson

I Approach f (x) locally with quadratic function

f (x + h) ≈ q(h) = f (x) + hT f ′(x) +
1

2
hT f ′′(x)h

I Minimise q(h) (instead of f (x + h))

q′(h) = f ′(x)+f ′′(x)h = 0 ⇔ f ′′(x)h = −f ′(x) or Hh = −g

by solving last expression, h = −H−1g

I Choose x = x + h, and repeat as necessary

Problems:

1. Is H positive definite/invertible, at each step?

2. Is step h, of length ||h||, too big or small?
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Minimization

Newton-Raphson and friends

Newton-Raphson II

-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

 0

 0  1  2  3  4  5  6

See np d2h7parapd2m.ox x0 .1/.4/1/5.9

I How does the algorithm converge?

I Where does it converge to?
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Minimization

Newton-Raphson and friends

Problem 1: Problematic Hessian?

Algorithms based on NR need H(k) = f ′′(x (k)). Problematic:

I Taking derivatives is not stable (...)

I Needs many function-evaluations

I H not guaranteed to be positive definite

Problem is in step

s(k) = −H(k)−1
g (k)

Replace H(k)−1
by some Mk , positive definite by definition?
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Minimization

Newton-Raphson and friends

BFGS/DFP
Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno (BFGS, choose θ = 1),
but also Davison, Fletcher en Powell (DFP, θ = 0) thought of
following trick:

1. Start with k = 0 and positive definite Mk , e.g. M = I
2. Calculate s(k) = −Mkg

(k), with g (k) = f ′(x (k))
3. Find new x (k+1) = x (k) + hk , hk = αs(k)

4. Calculate, with qk = g (k+1) − g (k)

Mk+1 = Mk +

(
1 + θ

q′kMkqk
h′kqk

)
hkh
′
k

h′kqk
− 1− θ
q′kMkqk

Mkqk q′kMk

− θ

h′kqk

(
hkq

′
kMk + Mkqkh

′
k

)Result:
I No Hessian needed
I Still good convergence
I No problems with negative definite H(k)

⇒ fminunc in Matlab (with LargeScale off), similar routines in
Ox/Gauss/other.
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Minimization

Newton-Raphson and friends

BFGS/DFP: Remember
Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno (BFGS, choose θ = 1),
but also Davison, Fletcher en Powell (DFP, θ = 0) thought of
following trick:

1. Start with k = 0 and positive definite Mk , e.g. M = I
2. Calculate s(k) = −Mkg

(k), with g (k) = f ′(x (k))
3. Find new x (k+1) = x (k) + hk , hk = αs(k)

4. Calculate, with qk = g (k+1) − g (k)

Mk+1 = Mk +

(
1 + θ

q′kMkqk
h′kqk

)
hkh
′
k

h′kqk
− 1− θ
q′kMkqk

Mkqk q′kMk

− θ

h′kqk

(
hkq

′
kMk + Mkqkh

′
k

)Result:
I No Hessian needed
I Still good convergence
I No problems with negative definite H(k)

⇒ fminunc in Matlab (with LargeScale off), similar routines in
Ox/Gauss/other.
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Minimization

Newton-Raphson and friends

Problem 2: Step size
Newton-Raphson

1. Start at x0, set k = 0

2. Calculate gradient g (k) = f ′(x (k)), and either H(k) = f ′′(x (k))
or H(k) = Mk , the approximation, or even H(k) = I , leading to
steepest decent

3. Choose step-size hk = −H(k)−1
g (k), or hk = −Mkg

(k)

4. Choose x (k+1) = x (k) + hk , and repeat as necessary

Step size too big?

Change to

4. Set j = 0

5. Try αj = 1/2j , x
(k+1)
j = x (k) + αjhk , and evaluate

fj = f (x
(k+1)
j )

6. Increase j , repeat until f j becomes worse (and then go back
one step with j).

≡ Rough linesearch, over α. Then, increase k etc.
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Minimize
Doing Econometrics ≡ estimating models, e.g.:

1. Optimise likelihood

2. Minimise sum of squared residuals

3. Mimimise difference in moments

4. Do Bayesian simulation, MCMC

Options 1-3 evolve around

θ̂ = argmin
θ
± f (y ; θ)

Inputs:

I f , use average (negative) log likelihood, or average
sum-of-squares.

I Starting value θ0

I Possibly f ′, analytical first derivatives of f .
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Minimize

Minimize I: Regression

yi = Xiβ + εi εi ∼ N (0, σ2)

ML maximises likelihood (other options: Minimise sum-of-squares,
optimise utility etc):

L(y ; θ) =
∏
i

1√
2πσ2

exp

(
−(yi − Xiβ)2

2σ2

)
= (2πσ2)−

N
2 exp

(
− 1

2σ2
(y − Xβ)′(y − Xβ)

)
In this case, θ = (β, σ2)
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Minimize

Minimize II
Alternative optimization functions:

Function Source Method
fminsearch Matlab Find minimum of unconstrained multivari-

able function using derivative-free method
fminimax OptTB Solve minimax constraint problem
fmincon OptTB Find minimum of constrained nonlinear mul-

tivariable function
fminunc OptTB Find minimum of unconstrained multivari-

able function
dfp min LeSage Find maximum of unconstrained multivari-

able function, using num. gradients and DFP
maxlik LeSage Likewise, without DFP
bfgsmin Octave Find minimum of unconstrained function,

with BFGS

Here: Focus on fminsearch (others only included in Optimization
Toolbox, or in LeSage’s Matlab Econometrics Toolbox)
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Minimize

Minimize III

AvgNegLnLiklRegr(θ; y ,X ) = −LL(y ,X ; θ)/N

%

% function [dLL , vG]= AvgNegLnLiklRegr(vP, vY , mX)

%

% Purpose:

% Calculate average negative LL for regression model , and

% optionally the gradient

%

% Inputs:

% vP iK+1 x 1 vector of parameters beta , sigma

% vY iN x 1 vector of regressand

% mX iN x iK matrix of regressors

%

% Output:

% dLL double , average negative LL

% vG (optional) iK+1 x 1 vector , gradient

%

% Date:

% 6/9/2011

%

% Author:

% Charles Bos

%
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Minimize

Syntax

Function to minimize should have format
[dF , vG]= fnFunc(vP)

with dF the function value, vG an optional (used later) gradient.
Where did the data go?

I Use globals (but that is ugly; see syntax slides, adding
global g_vY g_mX; to both main script and likelihood
function)

I Use anonymous function:

fnAvgNegLnLiklRegr = @(vP) AvgNegLnLiklRegr(vP,vY,mX);

This creates a function-handle to AvgNegLnLiklRegr,
keeping vY, mX fixed, using vP as only function argument:
Perfect!
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Optional output

vG is optional gradient vector, optional output.
⇒ Only compute if requested:

function [dLL , vG]= AvgNegLnLiklRegr(vP, vY, mX)

...

if (nargout > 1)

vG= -[ mX’*vE/(dS^2*iN); -1/dS + vE’vE/(iN*dS^3) ];

end

end

log L(y , θ) = −N

2
log σ2 − 1

2σ2
(y − Xβ)′(y − Xβ)

∂ log L(y , θ)

∂β
=

1

σ2
X ′(y − Xβ)

∂ log L(y , θ)

∂σ
= −N

σ
+

1

σ3
(y − Xβ)′(y − Xβ)
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Writing the likelihood

Writing the likelihood
To remember:

L(yi ; θ) = (2πσ2)−
1
2 exp

(
− 1

2σ2
(yi − Xiβ)2

)
log L(yi ; θ) = −1

2

(
log 2π + log σ2 +

e2
i

σ2

)
In this case, θ = (β, σ) or θ = (β, σ2).

I Start off your dLL at a missing (just so you won’t forget
giving it a value)

I Extract your parameters from the vector, use sensible names
I Check if your parameters are valid; if not (σ ≤ 0?), return
I Usually easiest to first calculate a vector of loglikelihoods, or

of residuals
I Afterwards, take average, negative etc.
I Careful: This routine is used often; don’t do unnecessary work
I And test...
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Writing the likelihood

Writing the likelihood II

The main code would look like

Listing 9: stack/include/AvgNegLnLiklRegr.m
function [dLL , vG]= AvgNegLnLiklRegr(vP, vY, mX)

dLL= NaN;

iK= size(mX, 2);

vBeta= vP(1:iK);

dS= vP(iK+1);

if (dS <= 0)

return;

end

vE= vY - mX*vBeta;

vLL= -.5*(log(dS^2) + vE.*vE/(dS^2));

dLL= -mean(vLL); % Negative average dLL , to minimize

if (nargout > 1)

vG= -[ mX’*vE/(dS^2*iN); -1/dS + vE’vE/(iN*dS^3) ];

end

end
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Syntax

Syntax II

Call fminsearch according to

[vP , dLL , iExit , aOutput ]= fminsearch(fnFunc , vP0 , aOptions );

I fnFunc is the name of the function

I vP0 is the initial vector of parameters

I aOptions is an array of options, to set using the optimset()

function

I vP are the optimal parameters

I dLL is the minimal value of the function found

I iExit is an exit code, where 1 is good

I aOutput is a structure of output, with some extra info
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Syntax

Syntax in practice

Listing 10: stack/include/estimatenm.m
// Get starting values (smarter than this ...)

vP= [zeros(iK, 1); 1];

aOptions= optimset(’FunValCheck ’, ’on’);

fnAvgNegLnLiklRegr = @(vP) AvgNegLnLiklRegr(vP,vY ,mX);

[vP , dLL , iExit , aOutput ]= fminsearch(fnAvgNegLnLiklRegr , vP, aOptions );

disp(aOutput.message)

I Make sure you get starting values

I Prepare the anonymous function, fnAvgNegLnLiklRegr,
which takes only one input

I Call fminsearch

I Check the results, e.g. aOutput.message which tells you
something about convergence.
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Flow

fminsearch: Program flow

fminsearch follows a simplex method according to Nelder and
Mead (1965). This method

I is not guaranteed to deliver the optimum (as most methods)

I is known to work not too well for approximately iP > 3

I and hence maybe should not be used in practice...

Alternatives: See earlier.

But: First study algorithm, only afterwards use... Hint:
fminunc/fmincon...
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Flow

fminsearch: Flow II

Anyhow, about the flow...

fminsearch Simplex Move End

Conv

No conv

fn
fn

fn
fn

fn
fn

fn
fn
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Precision, scores etc

Minimize: Average

Why use average loglikelihood (similar for SSR)?

1. Likelihood function L(y ; θ) tends to be the product of many
tiny values → possible problem with precision

2. Loglikelihood function log L(y ; θ) depends on number of
observations: Large sample may lead to large |LL|, not stable

3. Average loglikelihood tends to be moderate in numbers,
well-scaled...

Better from a numerical precision point-of-view.
Warning:

Take care with score and standard errors (see later)
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Precision, scores etc

Optimisation based on Gauss-Newton

Approach for general criterion function Q(β): Write

Q∗(β) = Q(β(0)) + g ′(0)(β − β(0)) +
1

2
(β − β(0))′H(0)(β − β(0))

g(β) =
∂

∂β
Q(β)

H(β) =
∂2

∂β∂β′
Q(β)

Optimise approximate Q∗(β):

g(0) + H(0)(β − β(0)) = 0 First order conditions

⇔ β(1) = β(0) − H−1
(0)g(0)

and iterate into oblivion.
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Precision, scores etc

Minimize: Scores

-60

-50

-40

-30

-20

-10

 0

 10

 0.8  0.85  0.9  0.95  1  1.05  1.1  1.15  1.2

LL x σ

Optimising ≡ ‘going
up/down’
≡ finding gradient.

Numerical gradient:

f ′(θ) =
∂f (θ)

∂θ
≈ f (θ + h)− f (θ)

h
≈ f (θ + h)− f (θ − h)

2h

for h small.

Function evaluations: 2× dim(θ)

Preferred: Analytical score f ′(θ)
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Precision, scores etc

Minimize: Scores II

function [dLL , vG]= AvgNegLnLiklRegr(vP, vY, mX)

...

if (nargout > 1)

vG= -[ mX’*vE/(dS^2*iN); -1/dS + vE’*vE/(iN*dS^3) ];

end

end

I Only compute the score when requested

I Test if nargout > 1, then apparently also vG is asked for

I Work out vector of scores, of same size as θ.

I DEBUG! Check your score against a numerical gradient!
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Precision, scores etc

Minimize: Scores IIb

Debug: Check your score against grad.m

...

[dLL , vS1]= AvgNegLnLiklRegr(vP, vY, mX); % Compute analytical score

vS2= grad(fnAvgNegLnLiklRegr , vP); % Compute numerical score

disp (’Compare analytical and numerical scores ’);

fprintf (’%10.3g %10.3g %10.3g %10.3g\n’, ...

[vP , vS1 , vS2 , (vS1 -vS2)]’); % Compare scores

Note 2012: lists/include/grad.m included in lists.zip, at
BB. I cannot seem to find a similar function in Matlab.
Note 2013: MatlabCentral now provides num grad.m/num hess.m

to similar effect.
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Precision, scores etc

Minimize: Scores III
Let’s do it...
To remember:

f (y ; θ) =
1

2

(
log 2π + 2 log σ +

e ′e

Nσ2

)
e = y − Xβ

∂f (y ; θ)

∂β
= ...

∂f (y ; θ)

∂σ
= ...

I In this case, it matters whether θ = (β, σ) or θ = (β, σ2)!
I Find score of AVERAGE NEGATIVE loglikelihood
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Standard deviations

Given a model with

L(Y ; θ) Likelihood function

l(Y ; θ) = logL(Y ; θ) Log likelihood function

θ̂ = argmaxθl(Y ; θ) ML estimator

what is the vector of standard deviations, σ(θ̂)?
Assuming correct model specification,

Σ(θ̂) = −H(θ̂)−1

H(θ̂) =
δ2l(Y ; θ)

δθδθ′

⌋
θ=θ̂
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SD2: Average likelihood
For numerical stability, optimise average loglikelihood.
For regression model, e.g. the stackloss model,

l(Y ; θ) = −(y − Xβ)′(y − Xβ)

2σ2
− N log 2πσ2 + c

l(Y ; θ) = −(y − Xβ)′(y − Xβ)

2Nσ2
− log 2πσ2 + c ′

Hl ≡
δ2l(Y ; θ)

δθδθ′
=

1

N

δ2l(Y ; θ)

δθδθ′
Σ̂(θ̂) =

1

N
(−Hl)

−1

Listing 11: stack/include/estimatenm.m
[vP , dLL , iExit , aOutput ]= fminsearch(fnAvgLnLiklRegr , vP , aOptions );

mH= hessian(fnAvgLnLiklRegr , vP);

mS2= inv(iN * mH); % Notice you’re minimizing , hence mH is pos def

vS= sqrt(diag(mS2 ));

fprintf (’fminsearch returns %i with LL= %g at parameters\n’, iExit , dLL*iN);

fprintf (’%10s (%6s)\n’, ’Par’, ’stdev’);

fprintf (’%10.3g (%6.3g)\n’, [vP , vS]’);
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Restrictions

Optimization and restrictions

Take model

y = Xβ + ε, ε ∼ N (0, σ2)

Parameter vector θ = (β′, σ)′ is clearly restricted, as σ ∈ [0,∞) or
σ2 ∈ [0,∞)

I Newton-based method (fminsearch/fminunc) doesn’t know
about ranges

I Alternative optimization (fmincon) may be(?) slower/worse
convergence, but simpler

Warning: Don’t use fmincon unless you know what you’re doing
(the function looks attractive, but isn’t always...)
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TransPar

Transforming parameters

Variance parameter positive?
Solutions:

1. Use σ2 as parameter, have AvgNegLnLiklRegr return 0 when
negative σ2 is found (trouble: fminsearch can’t handle this)

2. Use σ ≡ |θk+1| as parameter, ie forget the sign altogether
(doesn’t matter for optimisation, interpret negative σ in
outcome as positive value)

3. Transform, optimise θ∗k+1 = log σ ∈ (−∞,∞), no trouble for
optimisation

Last option most common, most robust, neatest.
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TransPar

Transform: Common transformations

Constraint θ∗ θ

[0,∞) log(θ) exp(θ∗)

[0, 1] log
(

θ
1−θ

)
exp(θ∗)

1+exp(θ∗)

Of course, to get a range of [L,U], use a rescaled [0, 1]
transformation.
Note: See also exercise transpar
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TransPar

Transform: General solution

Distinguish θ = (β′, σ)′ and θ∗ = (β′, log σ)′. Steps:

I Get starting values θ

I Transform to θ∗

I Optimize θ∗, transforming back within LL routine

I Transform back to θ

function dAvgLnL= AvgNegLnLiklRegrTr(vPTr , vY, mX)

...

vBeta= vPTr (1:iK);

dS= exp(vPTr(iK+1));

...

end
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TransPar

Transform: Use functions

Notice code before: Transformations are performed

1. Before fminsearch, to get starting values

2. After fminsearch, to get optimal values

3. Within AvgNegLnLiklRegrTr

4. And probably more often for computing standard errors

Premium source for bugs...

Solution: Define

I function vPTr= TransPar(vP): θ → θ∗

I function vP= TransBackPar(vPTr) θ∗ → θ

And test (in a separate program) whether transformation works
right. Necessary when using multiple transformed parameters.
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TransPar

Transform: Anonymous function?

Two options for transformed likelihood:

I Use separate likelihood function:

function dAvgLnL= AvgNegLnLiklRegrTr(vPTr , vY, mX)

...

vP= TransBackPar(vPTr);

vBeta= vP(1:iK);

dS= vP(iK+1);

...

end

together with

fnAvgNegLnLiklRegrTr = @(vPTr) AvgNegLnLiklRegrTr(vPTr ,vY,mX);

I ... or use smart anonymous function

fnAvgNegLnLiklRegrTr = @(vPTr) AvgNegLnLiklRegr(TransBackPar(vPTr),vY ,mX);
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Transformations

TransPar

Transform: Anonymous function?

Two options for transformed likelihood:

I Use separate likelihood function:

function dAvgLnL= AvgNegLnLiklRegrTr(vPTr , vY, mX)

...

vP= TransBackPar(vPTr);

vBeta= vP(1:iK);

dS= vP(iK+1);

...

end

together with

fnAvgNegLnLiklRegrTr = @(vPTr) AvgNegLnLiklRegrTr(vPTr ,vY,mX);

I ... or use smart anonymous function

fnAvgNegLnLiklRegrTr = @(vPTr) AvgNegLnLiklRegr(TransBackPar(vPTr),vY ,mX);
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TransPar

Standard deviations

Remember:

Σ(θ̂) = −H(θ̂)−1

H(θ̂) =
δ2l(Y ; θ)

δθδθ′

⌋
θ=θ̂

= N
δ2l(Y ; θ)

δθδθ′

⌋
θ=θ̂

Therefore, we need (average) loglikelihood in terms of θ, not θ∗ for
sd’s...
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Transforming parameters II: SD
Question: How to construct standard deviations?

1. Use transformation in estimation, not in calculation of
standard deviation. Advantage: Simpler. Disadvantage:
Troublesome when parameter close to border.

2. Use transformation throughout, use Delta-method to compute
standard errors. Advantage: Fits with theory. Disadvantage:
Is standard deviation of σ informative, is its likelihood
sufficiently peaked/symmetric?

3. After estimation, compute bootstrap standard errors (not
covered here)

4. Who needs standard errors? Compute 95% bounds on θ,
translate those to 95% bounds on parameter of interest.
Advantage: Theoretically nicer. Disadvantage: Not everybody
understands advantage.

See next slides.
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Transforming: Delta

n1/2(θ̂ − θ0)
a∼ N

(
0,V∞(θ̂)

)
γ̂ = g(θ̂)

γ̂ ≈ g(θ0) + g ′(θ0)(θ̂ − θ0)

n1/2(γ̂ − γ0)
a
= g ′0n

1/2(θ̂ − θ0)
a∼ N (0, (g ′0)2V∞(θ̂)) scalar

n1/2(γ̂ − γ0)
a∼ N (0,G0V

∞(θ̂)G ′0) vector

In practice: Use

var(γ̂) = Ĝ var(θ̂)Ĝ ′

Ĝ =
δg(θ)

δθ′
=
(
dg(θ)
dθ1

dg(θ)
dθ2

· · · dg(θ)
dθk

)
= Jacobian
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Delta method

Transforming: Delta in Matlab

Listing 12: stack/eststack ml tr.m
% Estimate transformed parameters

vPTr= TransPar(vP); % Transform sigma

fnAvgNegLnLiklRegrTr = @(vPTr) AvgNegLnLiklRegrTr(vPTr ,vY,mX);

[vPTr , dLL , iExit , aOutput ]= fminsearch(fnAvgNegLnLiklRegrTr , vPTr , aOptions );

[vP , mG]= TransBackPar(vPTr); % Transform back

mH= hessian(fnAvgNegLnLiklRegrTr , vPTr);

mS2Tr= inv(iN * mH); % Notice you’re minimizing , hence mH is pos def

mS2= mG*mS2Tr*mG’; % Apply delta method

Prepare your own Jacobian...
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Background material

I http://www.phpmodule.com/doc/pdf/optimization-in-matlab.html, especially first link
to http://sandia.academia.edu/carlberg/Teaching and the
OPT_Matlab.pdf you can find there

I Monahan (2011), collection of numerical methods with
thorough explanation

I Stoer and Bulirsch (1991), similar, also very thorough

I LeSage’s Matlab toolbox,
http://www.spatial-econometrics.com/

I Sims’ Matlab programs
http://www.princeton.edu/~sims/#optimize
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Day 3 - Afternoon

13.30 Practical
I SSR implementation
I Optimization
I Restrictions
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Regression model

For today, start simple (this will be a good starter for the final
exercise, saves time).
Setting:

yi = Xiβ + εi

εi ∼ N (0, σ2)

SSR(β) = e ′e, e = y − Xβ

Choose your own ‘magic numbers’ for β, σ, n.
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Step one: Generate data

Create a program file, with your magic numbers, with two routines:

1. function mX= GenrX(iN, iK), creating a matrix X of the
correct size, with a constant and numbers of choice

2. function vY= GenrData(mX, vBeta, dSigma), simulating
the observations

Check that it works: Print or plot the data, use lscov() to
estimate, see if β can be estimated.

Only afterwards...
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Regression SSR in steps
Perform, in steps, for instance

1. Get the outline (= comments, function header, initially
dAvgSSR= NaN, and nothing else) of your SSR function. Call
it from main script, with a valid vector of parameters, and set
the SSR value equal to the average of your y ’s (to check if
you can access the data correctly).

2. Try the anonymous function. Can you create it, call the SSR
without explicitly passing the data?

3. Construct a vector of residuals e = y − Xβ within the SSR.
Does this work? Can you calculate the average residual?

4. Construct full (average) SSR function. Does the value seem
‘logical’, does it pass your checks?

5. Run fminsearch(). What return value iExit do you get,
what does it mean? What is vBeta? Does it look similar to β̂
from OLS?
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Restriction: β1 > 1?
Can you implement a (admittedly stupid) restriction, e.g. β1 > 1
(when the true β1 = 1, or at least close to the edge?
What happens with fminsearch if it tries incorrect values?
Robustify, preparing functions

vPTr= TransPars(vP);

vP= TransBackPars(vPTr);

Now optimize the transformed parameter vectors, transforming
back and forth where needed:

1. Find ‘normal’ starting values, i.e. in terms of θ = vP.

2. Transform from vP to vPTr

3. Optimize vPTr using fminsearch

4. In SSRTr function, receive vPTr, transform back

5. After fminsearch, transform back optimal vPTr

6. Print vP
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Extra: Analytical score/gradient

These questions only make sense if you use an optimization
scheme which uses the score; fminsearch does not use the
score, so it does not make much sense to provide the
analytical score...
As an extra: Work out the analytical score for the model

9. Find it on paper (see hint at end)

10. In the program, add the necessary code (only compute it if
asked for it, if nargout > 1 is an address!)

11. Check it, contrasting your analytical score to grad.m

12. Evaluate the number of function evaluations needed when
using numerical scores, and when using analytical scores (hint:
Check aOutput.funcCount)
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On your own optimization
Step 5: Write your own Gauss-Newton based alternative to
fminsearch.
Some possible steps:

I Create a function [vP, dOpt]= fminNewton(fnFunc,

vP0)

I Try to compute the gradient and Hessian from here (using
those functions in lists/include)

I Set it up in a Newton-Raphson update scheme, e.g. use 10
steps

I Ranges: What can you do when fnFunc returns a missing
(use isnan(dF))? Could you take a smaller step, maybe, and
try from there?

I Think of a stopping criterion (10 steps is not optimal of
course)
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On your own optimization

Step 5 (continued)
...

I Extend with a simple line-search function? Something like
dAlpha= fLineSearch(fnFunc, vP, vH)

I Possibly implement BFGS updating scheme.
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Continue...

From here, you should have sufficient input for the final exercise.
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Score

The score, or first derivative, for the SSR function:

f (β) = SSR(β) =
∑

(yi − Xiβ)2 = (yi − Xiβ)′(yi − Xiβ)

= e(β)′e(β) =
∑

ei (β)2

e(β) = y − Xβ

f ′(β) =
∂f (β)

∂β
=
∂
∑

ei (β)2

∂β
=
∑ ∂ei (β)2

∂β
=

=
∑

2ei
∂ei (β)

∂β
=
∑
−2Xiei ≡ · · · ≡ −2X ′(y − Xβ)
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